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Secret Nuke System Discovered On Campus

"NOTHING STRAIGHT BUT THE DATE"

See Page 5

FRIDAY, APRIL 18,1980

'.'A Cosmic Intruder • . • "

Skylab Debris Hits Campus
by Ambrose

remnants of the last Skylab craft other fragment landed up;ight in
that orbited the earth. One NASA front of the library.
spokesman commented, "Most of
Stated President Ricky P.
us here had thought that Skylab Ricker, "Golly, we're lucky as
completely disintegrated and was heck that nobody was bonked on
strewn across Australia and the . the head by one of those things. .~.
.I'll have to send out a campus t
Indian Ocean last July. Apparently part of the space vehicle memo to warn everybody or thank , ~;~e of this plc~ls
in space on the front page. It baa
remained in orbit ~nd only last everybody or something."
no meaning and bean no significance to the rest of this newspaper.
One administrator was overweek fell to earth."
heard saying that the scrap metal
The -first piece to hit was
roughly 30 fe~t long and eight in front of Myrin looks a little like
feet high and consisted of four or some sort of modem abstract
Brothers of the Sigma Pi Chi rower back. "
five smaller pieces that were sculpture due to its oddly sym- ~raternity are sponsoring their
The marathoners hope to raise
metrical configuration. "But that 'irst annual "Coast-to-Coast Drag $1,000,000.00. At present, they
irregularly fused together when
the craft broke up./ The rapid warped I-beam next to Wismer is \1.arathon," in an effort to raise have raised approximately
a damned eyesore."
oxidation that occurred upon renoney for the reconstruction of $200,000 - an incredible sum.
Removal of the debris will take Bomberger Tower. A team of ten
entry was the cause of the thick
rhis does nQt include about
place this weekend at the expense )rothers will attempt to walk
. coat of rust encrusting the cosmic
(Continued on Paae 5)
of the U. S. government.
intruder. Strangely enough, the
lcross the United States dragging
Phi Omega Kappa President
AyatoUa~
Rhonda Stone by the neck. The
The parking area benmd Paisgroup started their trek on Monley Hall was the scene of violent
jay from the steps of Bomberger
assault on Wednesday, April 16.
Hall, and are now estimated to be
Shortly after midnight that even'. in the Pittsburgh area. Their
ing, the boyfriend of an Ursinus
journey will carry them through
In a shocking political move,
female observed a group of
A. C. Fallen, the head of dents screamed and begged hysfive econ fanatics under the
squirrels tampering with his car Ursinus' renowned Biology de; terically for him not to leave (I 17 states.
The administration has ex- supervision of Ayatollah Greg
in the parking lot.
.
partment, is planning to take a .imagine this scene was very
pressed that it is not fmancially Khopetti invaded a library study
Apparently the squirrels were
leave of absence from Ursinus for similar to what Beatles' concerts
feasible to replace the tower at room and kidnapped the curve
attempting to lift the car off the
the 1980-811lcademic year. De- must have been like).
this time (mainly due to a lack of breakers of Section D's Macro
ground and tum it around. When
spite desperate pleas from both
Finally, after over 20 minutes
funds). This caused a great stir class.
the man approached the group,
faculty and students alike, Fallen of this screaming and chanting,
throughout the college commuhe was immediately knocked to
Hostages were taken and under
remains firm in his decision. "I Fallen walked back onto his stage
the ground and hit behind the ear love you all," be said to the amid a deafening roar of approval nity, and many students were the direction of the Ayatollah
very disheartened by the decision. Greg Khopetti, the immediate
with a very large nut. After being
thousands who gathered in from the crowd. He said he was
Many organizations have been return of the deposed Shah
pummeled by twigs and leaves,
Helfferich at a recent rally held in sorry but Mr. David Randyson
trying to raise money, but none Pilgram was demanded.
the victim observed the rodents
his honor. Constantly wiping told him there was a gym class
have been too successful. Thus
leaving the scene in a late model
Recently elected President
away tean as he spoke, Fallen now and 1hat everyone would
the Drag Marathon. The idea was Abolhassan Bandi-Bowers is
Honda Accorn.
talked.to his cult-like following for have to go. Immediately there
that of Sig Pi President Bob currently studying the long run
Several Collegeville and State
over an hour, reminiscing of his was a loud chorus of boos and
Williams. "Ever since the tower effects of this short run variable
police units were imm~diately
many wonderful times at Ursinus. cunes for Randyson. This was
was taken down," claims Wil- and was unavailable for comment.
summoned and were gIVen a
liams, "there has been an emodescription of the squirrels' veThe militants; clad in polyester
tional void in the hearts of all pants and peter pan work boots
hicle. Shortly after, the alleged
students.
That
tower
is
a
symbol
car was spotted outside of Schreiand armed with Dornbush and
of what Ursinus is all at;out. To be Fisher texts, were heard to shout
ner Hall and it was learned that
Iwithout
it
is
to
be
without
the
the squirrels were hiding, with~ I _ _ _ _ _ ----------------~-~
"Greg Lives" and are considered
"Uninus holds many joyous stifled as soon as Fallen raised hiS soul of the campus."
the walls of the women s resIdangerous.
memories
for
me
and
each
one
of
arms.
"Thank
you
for
coming
Originally, Sig Pi was going to
dence. However, the police were
A press release from the U. C.
you will forever hold a special today," he said, "If it will make sponsor a volleyball marathon
able to trace the car and as of
security council cited comment
my
heart,"
he
shouted
you
happy
I
will
say
goodbye
to
place
in
along with Phi Omega Kappa from President Kurt Waldemeyer
yesterday four of the five squirabove the cheering throng. "If each one of you before ~ou Sorority, but Phi O's President .. . . . Ahhhhhh Yea. . ." Porels had been apprehended. None
any of you need me for anything, leave." He proceeded to do Just Rhonda Stone was not convinced litical expert Jimmy Young-blood
of the attacken were Ursinus .
just call. You all have my number. that, and in a remarkable display lhat - it would be successful: Doyle was quoted as saying . . .
squirrels but one is an alumnus of
Goodby.~' And then he was gone, of his computer-like mem.ory he "Volleyball Marathons are oJd,
"Uninus was a mere marginal
the College.
almost as quietly as he had called each student by hiS Drst and don't tend to raise money stepping stone ... "
. David L. Reject, Asst. Dean of
arrived on this campus, a short name!
.
anymore. What we needed was a
Anticipating possible InegotiaStudents, commented, "It i~ an
time ago.The cries for his return "Fallen's Army" as hiS many fresh new approach to fund
tions, President Symons summonunfortunate fact that sqUirrel
arose
immediately
after
he
had
devoted
fans
called
themselves,
raisen, so that we could convince ed Pa. Senator Eugene McCarthy,
-attacks are on the rise. Let's all
walked off the huge stage he had had gotten what they wanted this people across the country just who was working on a contract
work to halt these incidents."
requested
be
built
for
this
occatime
but
their
ultimate
goal
of
how determined we are. We must law bill in Congress, for a briefing
Letssee Starch, Asst. Dean of
sion. Lighten, candles, and burn- getting Fallen to stay on campus show people how important BomStudents, stated, "students
with Secretary of State Cyrus
ing coke cups flickered through- next year seemed hopeless. They berger Tower is to us." Stone
should not walk alone during the
Huber. Senator McCarthy is exrequestout
the
darkened
gym
and
chants
had
organized
a
petition
jumped at the opportunity to be pected to accuse Khopetti of
day when the little buggers are
of
"Fal-Ien
Fal-Ienl"
and
"Hell
ing
Fallen's
salary
be
doubled
the dragee, claiming it as "an being a Communist and not a
out hunting for food and should
also stay off of r~s and away no Fallen won't gol" echoed from and that he .b e given his own honor to repay the college for all it Keynesian.
every mouth. Many female stu(Ceadned _ . . . . 3)
bas done for me, and to get our
from wooded areas.
A sleepy Ursinus campus was
the astonished recipient last week
of two large hunks of scrap iron
which fell in separate locations.
According to local space officials, the metal fragments are

Campus'
Visitor
Is Victim Of

Frat Sponsors Marathon

Bea~tly

Assault

Students Mourn Loss
Of Bio Dept. Head

Invades

Library

"I'm nothing special • •• I'm just another
-----------------------Joe putting in his eight hours . .. "

I
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Nowhere Near
The Editor's Desk

Maintenance Department
Suspected Of Campus Vandalism

What's all this I've been hearing about the need for paved
walkways around campus? Horsefeathers! Our determined
On Thursday afternoon, a
little barespots provide the College with not only aesthetic
beauty, but also create several job opportunities for the handfull of unidentified men,
posing as employees of the
maintenance department and the cleaning service.
Ursinus mainte~ance department,
These little soggy mudbaths (especially between New Men's drove onto campus and severly
Dorm and gym as well as those in front of Wismer), damaged the grass area in front
although they may be a nuisance to some pedestrians, are of Brodbeck Hall. They spent two
purposely designed by Mother Nature to thoroughly encrust hours vandalizing -the area by
the soles of shoes, particular'ly those on Nike brand sneakers. piling massive sections of scrap
iron before leaving the" campus
As a result, the mud and filth are tracked indoors, and creates
unquestioned. Students reported
a whole bevy of jobs for the labor market.
seeing the men driving tractors
Aside from providing job opportunities for the townies, across the lawn, an apparent
these bare spots also help to keep the student body in superior violation of a presidential memo
physical condition. While jumping the mudholes, not only are regarding the campus lawns, but
the leg and back muscles strengthened, but the individual's
balance is maintained, thereby alleviati'ng the possibility of
thought nothing of it as the men
being a clutz.
appeared to be "installing a new
dumpster."
Rumor has It that there is talk of ~moothing over that muddy
While Glenn Zweygardt,
crater In front of the Union that was created by the extraction
suspected of destroying scenic
of a tree. Don't do it, President Richter! This dirtpile creates
landscapes across the country, is
endless possibilities for an even bett-er liberal education.
believed to have directed the
Pilgrim and Pett could take their macro classes outside and
physical work on thi~ plan, the
point out the job possibilities created by the dirt. In addition,
unidentified man in the photo a
Whatley could have a field day by making the freshman jump
bove is the alleged designer and
financier of the job. Any informaaround In the mud on a rainy day.
tion regarding the identity of this
So keep your paved walkways! We want our filth. Before we
man should be reported to college
get carried away with urbanization and convenience, let us
authorities. Before the escape,
appreciate the wonde~ful gift given to us by Mother Nature.
Mr. Zweygardt was seen chucklSupport your nearest mudhole!
ing as. he was overheard saying

...... Photo by Larry;1l~=D:
"It cost them 60,000 dollars to get
this here." College authorities
estimate damages to be $60,000,
as it will probably cost as much to
have it removed."
Unfortunately, maintenance
workers have hesitated to disassemble the assemblage of metal, as they were intormed that
the piece was placed there under
administrative orders. However,
all plans to use the area as a
landfill have been scrapped and
the eyesore will be removed
before it is spotted by any
alumnus intending to donate to
the school.

3rd Anniversary Sale!!

Dis Concert
friday, April 18
The Police/Talking
Heads/The Ramones/The
Sex Pistols - Bomberger
Auditorium
Mon., April 21
Boston/Chicago/Kansas 10 a.m. Bomberger 120.
ThIl1'fj., April 24
Linda Ronstadtl Jerry
Brown - J.F.K. Stadium
Sun., April 27
Jim Morrison/ Jimi HendrixtJim Croce New Jersey
Meadowlands - cancelled
Wed., April 30
Paul McCartney - Tokyo
State Prison

~

:::::::::::----(Photo by Larry MUKareUa)

Upheaval III ???Eager students like the one pictured above
wasted no time at designing their own
works of modern sculpture around campus.

Save up to 50 % until

~

April 26th. ~;"i.~;o~::~".
a:,.,\\
150 Brands of Rolling Papers v
Sal. & Sun .
11109

11106

Return this ad for an additional 5% discount.
6

s.

HANOVER ST .. POTTSTOWN. PA

(215)323-0698
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STAFF BOX
"The Grossly" Is pubUshed Infrequently throughout the
school year whenever the editor feels the urge. Any
slmllarltles to any persons, Hvlng or dead is purely
coincidental and tough beans anyway.
The pubUcation Is available free to all members of the
editorial staff and their famiUes.
"The Grossly" Is edited totally by the Warlocks, and the
views expressed are of no particular Interest and are not
necessarily held by the administration, the faculty or anyone
else for that matter.
EdItor of ChleOy Nothing ................ A.Q. Greaseband
Ass H. EdItor .............................. Hop A. Long
Athletic Supporter', ...............•....... Oscar Madison
Lens PoUsher .................................. Jughead
Entertainment ....•.................... - ........ N.Egrlt
Balding EdItor ....... - ...................... - . Leo Dome
SoUcltIng Manager ............................. Ambrose
Paper Boy...................................... David Arsunln
Staff, Don Wan, Rick Shaw, Ken E. Duet, Betty WiD, Kurt
Noel, PhD R. Rupp, Ray D. Ant, Pat E. Cake, GU T. Pardee, AI
MonJoy, MIke Cnfone, Bob Ferappels, WiDle Pass, Tom E.
Gunn, Moe D. Lawn. Val N. 'l'Iae, MIke Enike, Rob M. Blind,
Mat Amorpboell.

~---------------------~
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Students Mourn Fallen's Loss Calculus Theory Disproven

(Coadnaecl from Paae One)
research building on campus
(preferably Wismer Hall), and
submitted it to President Ricker
in hope that Ricker's profound
wisdom and logic could persuade
Fallen to change his mind. The
petition had been signed by every
student and Ursinus employee,
. plus over 5,000 Collegeville-Bay
area residents. This show of
concern from outside of Ursinus'
walls is due largely to much of the
charity work Fallen has done for
the community in the past.
Who is this cult figure. this
idolized hero to students who
have never had him in a course,
this man who has become as
much an institution to Ursinus as
Martha Franklin? I asked him just
that as we talked over a case of
Miller bottles in his office in LSB.
"I'm nothiflg special," he said
matter-of-factly. "I'm just another Joe putting in his eight
hours with only the satisfaction of
seeing inquisitive minds nourished as my reward. I'd do it for
nothing, really, but I take the
salary because I don't want to get
the college in trouble, taxwise.
Also, I'm saving up to construct a
Health Care Complex in Collegeville. I have dreamed of building
it ever since coming here. All
treatment would be free, of
course."
When I asked of his plans for
the upcoming year, his eyes
glistened with the excitement of a
young boy opening his first
Christmas present. He said he
plans on touring the country,
giving a different lecture in 28
cities in 31 ni~hts. "After that."

he said confidently, a broad smile
coming to his boyish face, "I plan
on re-applying to medical school."
Fallen couldn't remember exactly
how many times he had previously
applied but recalled it was almost
the same number of times he had
seen The Rocky Borrow Picture
Show, his all-time favorite film,
and one he sees at least once
every weekend. He had a hunch,
though, that this was going to be
his year. "Call it silly intuition I
guess, but I had this premonition
that the Dean of Harvard was
going to call me, saying there was
a terrible mix-up and all of my
previous applications had been
misfiled by an incompetent
secretary. The whole thing sounds
pretty fantastic, but stranger
things have happened, right? I
mean I've heard rumors of people
getting into professional schools
without going through the Premedical Committee evaluation!
So I'm pretty optimistic about
things."
Medical School's gain would
definitely be Ursinus' loss because this man's magnetic personality and teaching load while at
Ursinus will definitely be irreplaceable. For the past several
years, in a feat of pure endurance,
Fallen had taught both semesters
of Vertebrate Development, and
this year when V.D. was split into
two semester courses, he still
chose to teach both courses, one
each semester! Somehow he also
found time in the midst of all this
to help give lab exams I
How does he do it? "It's
simple" he relates, "Speed
helps butI just love my work and

";;;;;';~;';';';~;';"";';;;';"_ _';"'''''-'-;~'_ _ _ _IIi·_ _ _ _. , .
MIDDLE MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE FOR WOMEN/MEN UPON GRADUATION
Are you qualified to start in a management
position earning 16K - leading to approximately
29K in four years? We are looking for mature,
intelligent, college graduates with the ability
to manage up to 50 . people working with multimillion dollar equipment.
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THESE FIELDS
*Operations Analysis & Support
*Diving & Salvage (SEALS/UDT)
. *Human Resources Management
*Faci1ities Management
*Shipboard Management
*Aviation Management
*Busines8 Management
*Nuclear Engineering
*Civil Engineering
*Computer Science
*Educationa1 Services

*R & D
*Pi!ot
*Logistics
*Instructor
*Geophysics
*Cr'y pto10gy
*Intelligence
*Flight Officer
*Communications
*Public Affairs
*Personnel/Admin

Prove to yourself that you can qualify for a
challenging career opportunity. Don't settle
for a job where you can't use your hard-earned
college education!
Call the Navy Officer Information Office at
(215) 564-3820/3821 (collect)
or send your resume in confidence to:
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
128 North Broad Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19102

my students. My sole enjoyment
is in helping students and making
Doctor Peter Ketchup of the (1n12 + .1). According to Ketchthe road to their chosen career a
mathematics department dis- up, this is the only function which
little easier. I do all I can to help
closed today that he has dis- does not approach In12. He
them understand that I know
proven Calculus. That is correct. attributes this to a math error
exactly what they are going
He claims that one of the basic somewhere, and will assume his
through and that they have other
laws of Calculus is wrong. Ac- theory true for the general case.
courses and activities to worry
cording to Ketchup: "One of the
If this theory is correct. then all
about besides the courses I teach
key theorems of Calculus states of our uses of calculus are
them. I think all of the teachers at
that the limit, aslJl. approaches incorrect, i.e. calculated maxiUrsinus are blessed with keen
zero, of MI.,. equals r(x), which mums may not be maximums.
insight. I even tried to grow a
we have come to know as the first and same for_minimums! Bridges.
moustache once to make myself
derivative. After researching the planes, and nuclear plants are
look more easy going. I just try to
theorem, and experimenting with built using calculus. That means
be confidential. Every student
various functions, I have found that bridges may collapse at any
can come to me if they have the
that there is a number (some- time, planes may drop at a given
need. I also hold private tutoring
where between .05 and .04) which altitude, and other things too ugly
sessions in my office at night,
contradicts what mathematicians for print in a PG newspaper may
mostly to female students. The
have thought true for years. It occ}Jr. This tiny little constant,
guys are just too shy, I guess!"
seems that as 1:1- approaches this In12, could possibly change the
"AC-DC" as he is fondly
number, the limit in question course of our lives.
known to many on campus. is
approaches the natural log of
Mathematicians from around
often seen in LSB at late hours
twelve, which is a constant. As to the world have been meeting in
diligently going over his notes
why this phenomena occurs, I Pfahler Hall, exploring this theand thinking ofthings to make his
have not yet determined for sure. ory, trying to see just what effect
class more interesting. "SomeKetchup has tested his theory it could have on the college. For
times I stay here until! or 2 in the
with over 16,000 common and Ketchup? It could mean a Nobel
morning and even if I can only
uncommon functions, and in all Prize. For Ursinus College: Who
think of one good joke to tell the
but one case, this limit approach- knows?
next day, it's worth it. Students
es In12. The function, oddly
As a final note, the freshman
here are often under a great deal
enough is f(x)=x. This simple Calculus book has been revised.
Of. pressure and te~d to ta~e
function, which was thought to be Therefore, all science majors will
thmgs much too senously. It s
the perfect example for any be required to take the new
like I tell all freshmen on their
problem, seems to approach Calculus course again next year.
first day of classes, 'Look to your
right and look to your left. Two of .............................. ...................... ~
the three of you will graduate.
•
from Ursinus and go o~ to med •
AtTENTION STUDENTS!
•
school and the other Just took ~
INTRODUCING SPEED BREATHING 198O!
•
things much too seriously' ."
•
"
.•
I also asked Fallen whether he. Speed Breathing 1980 is the revolution.ary new techntque. m.
had any advice to the incoming. respiratory functio?s. Y~s, now you ~oo can tncrease your breathmg.
freshmen who will not have the ,.rate up to 800% With thiS truly amazing n~w proces~.
•
privilege of being exposed to his. Think of how much time you'll s~ve dunng ~hose Importan~ exa~ •
fatherly guidance. "Get involved .when you can't afford to waste time breathmg. Can .you Imagme.
with the campus" he said imme- • increasing your scores on finals and MCATs by ~Imply sp«:ed.
diately. "Involvement in campus .breathing? It's true. In fact, you could probably be fintshed readmg
activities is very important to all ,this advertisement by now if you had speed breathed beforehand.
•
students and especially to those· You can astound yourself and your friends with the techniques you.
interested in going to medical· can learn through Speed Breathing 1980. Our course is designed.
school. Decent grades are fine but • especially for the college student. One devotee actually speed breathed.
they don't mean anything if you · 'for ten years straignt, and he never had to take anothe~ breath for the.
don't have a good set of activities ·rest of his entire life. In fact, he had his lungs surgIcally removed .•
to go along with them, starting in ·Girls, isn't that a terrific way to lose weight?
. . •
your freshman year. You might as. How much would you pay for this offer - b~t before you pn~ It,.
well go someplace like Harvard or .consider this: Order before May 1 and receIve a FREE 48 piece.
Yale if you care about grades and .assorted silverware set. Plus, place an "X" in the left lung on your.
only get involved in activities • order blank and get a handy 5-in-l kitchen tool AT NO ADDmONAL.
when you have to. Why do you .COST. It not only chops, dices, and slices everythi.ng from onions. to.
think so many Ursinus students .watermelons, but attach the handy adapter and It even makes Ice
get into medical schools? Because .cream.
•
we stress camp... adIvIde8, ,not. Now how ~u~h would you pay. foir this· offer . . . S200 . . . S3~?
grades, and more and more Millions of Similar speed breathmg courses have been offered m.
medical schools are recognizing ·Europe for over SSOOI But this SPECIAL OFFER IS
•
this as an important factor in .,
•
selecting candidates. Well-round- •
ONLY S99.95! I
•
ed individuals mate the good.. Don't acc:ept cheap imitations; send for your first cassette and.
caring doctors, not the walking ti:ulustrated booklet before midnight tonight. Supplies are limited so.
machines who know a lot about "don't delayl Just fill out this coupon and send it along with S99.95 in.
nothing that are getting into -cash or precious metals to the prestigious Woodman's Institute.
•
many med schools today."
•
~
•
"Will you ever come back.
•
A.C. ?"I asked. "We really need •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +
•

A

you here."
• PIeue eIUOII
Ia
Speed
"I sltal1 return," he said firmly. • Breaddaa l,:e
rub
only
so._ _.~...
• my t1 _ _k_ way.
• We
_can
__
_hope
__
LUW
OD ...

eoar:':...t

The Browne Florist i'- !!~...............•...•..--,. .
Dead Flowers and
~ ~~........................
Wilting Corsages
for al1 Ursinus Hoags
666 Mala St.
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to: bandllng Included]

•
•
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:
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Sid Vicious Lives

In a~ exclusive interview just . tells me they're all very excited
~as~ ntght, . East ~emmons, a about living again and playing at
Juntor chemlstrr major, revealed I the big U.C. It would be a great
the .nature of his senior research way to kick off a world tour. At
proJect. Wemmons pla~s t~ . least Todd would have something
resurrect the former Sex Pistols to offer besides the Zitsl" The
bass player Sid Vicious from the • band however is still a few years
dead. Wemmons was quite opti- off '
,
mistic\ about his future undertakVicious should materialize
ing, describing it a~ "no ~ore ' sometime in March of 1981. He
than a couple of relatively stralght- was chosen as the first to be
forwar~ organic syn~h~~es wi~h a . resurrected mainly because he
few twlSts ~rown tn.. Inspired and Wemmons were such good
after watchlDg 31 straight hours friends while he was alive. They
of Frankenateln reruns, Wem- first met at a punk rock concert in
mons .atte~pted to resume co~- . London (1977) where Wemmons
tact With hiS dead buddy to see If , was immediately impressed by
he would "lend support from his , Vicious' warmth and humor.
end."
. "He's a very intelligent and
Wemmons thinks the resurrec- misunderstood person. Some of
tion could 'be accomplished with his dead puppy jokes are real
just over a semester's work. From side-splitters." But since the two
there he plans to bring back other lived oceans apart they had to
rock and roll greats, specifically settle for being "very good pen
Jimi Hendrix (g~itar), K.eith pals."
Moon (drums), Jim Moms~n ' Vicious even contemplated go(~ocals) and the Grateful Dead Sing to Ursinus for a few years.
Pigpen (keyboards). He adds that "He really was into some of the
thes~ latter. syntheses should philosophy courses. We were to
require less time as he gets more room together that fall but then
proficient with the process. Once he and the group had some
done" he could assemble the troubles with their management. "
world s greatest roc~ and roll The group then fell apart, and in
band, a group that would not 1979 Vicious died of a heroin
hesitate to play at Ursinus~ Sid
I

I

. . Dome Club
Visits, Capitol
by BB Domeldng
Accompanied by advisor Davie
Douglas, the Ursinus College
Dome Club went on a field trip to
Washington D.C. this past week- .
end. "The political points of 1
interest were all really nice, but
we were mainly there to see the
dome on the Capitol Building,"
stated club president Mark
Domegelo. "This is a true piece
of architechtural genius."
Besides sightseeing, the club
saw Laser Roch at the local
planetarium and dined at Ho Chi
Dome's Chinese restaurant. T~ey
left on Friday and returned '
Sunday.

The club was founded in
November by Domegelo in order
to bring pride to those with
receeding hairline. "Being bald is
just like being Italian. People
should be proud of their heritage.
I'm bald and Italian, and I'm
damn proud," commented the
senior geology major.
This summer the group travels
to Houston, Texas, to see the
Astros baseball team play in the
infamous Astrodome. Applications for any interested students
can be obtained from Mr. Douglas. Girls are invited to apply, but
DO Nair headfake will be accepted.

Graduation Speaker Announced
Yesterday it was disclosed that this year's commencement
speaker will be a wood-grain finished Advent TX90.
Af ter graduating from the Tokyo Electronics factory in
1943, AdveDt TX90 went on to serve in the French National
Guard where he delivered the morning announcements and
worked at various assemblies. Advent secured a Ph.D in.
advaDced public speakiDg in 1948 from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and became coordinator of public
address systems in the Philadelphia area in 1953.
Advent TX90 is married and resides in Norristown with his
wife PioDeer aDd SODS, B.I.C. and Yamaha.

Union Photo Contest II
The College UDioD is currently sponsoring a pornographic photo
CODtest for all members of the Ursinus Community.
Prizes wUl be awarded for most erotic pose, best well-laid look, most
caDdid shot, most well-hung, and kinkiest photo.
PhOtographs~ sUdes and 16 mm film splicings are eligible. Deadline for
eDtries is April2S. Winning photos will be chosen and displayed in the
Union OD April 28.

overdose. "Sid sometimes
thought he was a diabetic - he
must've thought it was insulin. »
W emmons adds that the presence of Vicious OD campus could
"really get thiDgs rolling around
here musically. " Vicious has
hinted at helping instruct some
music courses and there is a
strong possibility that he may
establish a self-help clinic for
those of the Collegeville Bay area
who have succumbed to the
murky depths of disco. Jeff
Carlow, Jeff Plunkett and Jay
Repko have already mentioned
they would leDd their support to
such a Doble cause. And, of
course, the currently small Sex
Pistols faD club is expected to see
aD iDcrfease in its enro)lment.
The future of Ursinus (and
therefore the rest of the world) is
looking better and better as a
result of such independent student research and the Gl'08sly
staff wishes Sid aDd East the best
of luck. Sid, hope to see you soon!

DeCorator
Introduces'
New Line
"Clothes are not usually designed for the portly man. I felt it
was time to change this trend,"
commented Dr. Louis DeCorator,
Professor of English, about his
latest line of men's clothing.
Custom tailored by Stanley
Blacker, the DeCorator Collectio~
allows for those who enjoy the
finer foods and wine to also wear Shakespeare tote bags.
the finer clothes.
As a special treat, the collection
"I've always adored camel hair
iDcludes a snappy knicker ensemblazers, but I could never get one
ble for the English playgoer. "I'm
to button. My collection is designtired of going to splendid pered for those who also experience
formances and being surrounded
this," said the Shakespearian
by people attired totally wrong.
scholar.
It's time people start to get more
Along with the camel hair involved in the theatre."
blazer, is a fine selection of
DeCorator announced that his
Scottish tweed sport coats, quality Spring/Summer catalog for his
polyester quad suits, fine cash- new line is available upon request
mere driving caps and matching at the U.C. Book Store.

College To Start
Academic Pledging
The Academic Board today
accepted a proposal to begin
all-campus pledging for the
1980-81 school year. A recent
study showed that the mean
G.P.A. for all fraternity members
was 81.54, while the mean for all
UrsiDus students was 81.44.
The board has concluded that
this difference in G.P.A. is directly attributed to fraternity pledging. As a result, all incoming
students will be required to
endure a two-week pledging Reriod, with Hell Night scheduled
for the eve of classes. Pledging
activities will include the traditioDal drop trips, other surprises
not disclosed by the board at this
time, and paddling by President
Ricker.
Ricker seems enthusiastic
about the upcoming experiment.
•• After watching the fraternal organizatioDs of this campus drilling their pledges and instilling
the desire and drive to excel
academically, I am cODvinced that
all-campus pledging will raise the
meaD G.P.A.I caD be nothing but
excited about this Dew maDdatory
pledge period for students. "
Asked about the paddling, Ricker
said, "Sure it will hurt I But we
must coDsider resistance. If we
can build resistaDce, theD we will
be well on our way to reaching our
goal. And I just caD't wait to
aaIeub
_, _
wlltee Utde
fannies."
ID a survey takeD of fraternity
members, 3OJo couldD't remember
pledging, 6OJo witnessed an increase in grades, 4SOJo showed DO
appreciable difference, 34OJo displayed a fierce iDteDt to do better

aDd to sf""'y harder, despite a of the mandatory pledging, 110/0
slight decrease in grades. The against, and 2 % too drunk to
final 12 % were drinking at the answer. The numbers seem to
time, aDd refused to comment. In support the decision. We can only
a second survey, 870/0 are in favor wait to see the results.
~oooooaoooooaoooooooo~

Final Exam Schedule
ID an effort to lighten the load on Ursinus students during
finals, departmeDt chairmen across campus have decided to
permit all studeDts to see their final exams before the actual
test date. The following is a comprehensive list of what all
majors will face come May 1:
BIOLOGY, Using carbon, nitrogen, oxygen. hydrogen,
Scotch tape aDd paper clips, create life. Ascertain that it can
reproduce.
CBEMJSTIlY, Synthesize a universal solvent. Design a
cODtainer for it.
ECONOMICS, Develop a realistic plan for financing the
DatioDal debt. ImplemeDt this plan without government,
military or industrial aid.
ENGLISH, Without utilizing prose, poetry or stream-ofcoDsciousDess Darration, write the Great American Novel.
HISTORY, Trace the history of man from the time Adam
ate the apple to what Carter said last night. Be brief aDd
specific.
LANGUAGE, Combine the best features of all tongues'
kDOWD to maD into a Dew language.
MATHEMATICS, Discuss the value of a system of
mathematics without the concept of zero or infinity in
simplifyiDg calculations for differential calculus.
PHROSOPHY, Choose one of the following; prove why you
chose that one: (1) Sketch the development of human thought.
Compare with the development of any other kind of thought.
(2) Prove that you exist. IDclude arguments from Descartes,
Kant, Mill, Hegel and Castaneda.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Demonstrate your coachiDg
ability by training your roommate to qualify and place in the
1980 Olympics.
PHYSICS, Construct a simple machine which uses Deither
the principles of NewtoniaD or EinsteiDian physics.
soaOLOGY, Estimate the sociological problems which
might accompany the eDd of the world. Construct an
ezperlment to test your theory.
Special Thanb to The December 19,1974 issue of UnIn..
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Underground Nuke System Found

by Matt Amorphosls
Recently there has been much the tunnel in the other direction.
concern over campus beautifica- Judging from the roar of the
tion. Why does the administration machinery and the noise eminathold the students totally respon- ing from the pipes, I imagined the
sible for all the unsightliness machines to be turbines resemaround campus? Maybe the stu- bling those we had studied in
dents are responsible for all the high school chemistry during our
toilet paper hanging from the discussion of nuclear power
trees, but this could not be plants. The steam was evidently
avoided. After all, it was only corning from the pipes, running
natural that those new pieces of parallel to the tunnel, passing
"sculpture" be given the proper through the turbines, and being
reception. (Why ,toilet paper was expelled through various outlets
an appropriate reception I leave above ground. I continued on to
to your imagination). Students find a door with a safety latch.
are beginning to ask themselves Strangely enough, it was controlwhy this litter has not been led by a small clicking Geiger
counter outside. I recognized it
cleaned up.
Several weeks ago I had the because the needle was vibrating alii It reminded me of one of
What luck I Now I really pansame feeling. I began wondering on a scale marked "milliRems." those new science fiction movies, icked. I stood on the ladder with
how the administration was doing What was a radioactivity indicator except this was for real. Maybe my flashlight off and carefully
Ita part to beautify the campus. doing here of all places? What this had something to do with the lowered the lid over my head.
Little did I suspect at the time was inside?
so-called astronomical studies Once it was in place, I jumped to
I opened the door and found a done atop Pfahler. Then for about the bottom, turned on my flashthat this concern would put my
life in such danger. And what I room with about sixteen computer ten seconds a display of the front light, and ran through the doors
will report in this article, I can terminals inside. Turning one on, of Pfahler carne on. "My God," I which had remained open again
assure you, is all fact, and it could a "Ready" sign was printed. thought, "these rockets are in- by some miracle. I ran as fast as I
quite possibly astound the world. Then it asked for a password. side the ' columns in front of the could down the seemingly endless
This is the story of URSINI, an Naturally, I was intrigued, and I building/" As you can imagine, I tunnel I had not yet explored and
Underground Reactionary Sys- ended up spending about twenty nearly had a heart attack when I collapsed to catch my breath for a
tems Installation for Nuclear In- minutes trying to find a password realized the seriousness of my minute. Then I saw the sign.
tervention. It all began one cold that worked. Ironically, it was discovery, so I panicked and ran. I "URSINI," it said. "Underwritten on the desk right in front went through two doorways and, ground Reactionary Systems Inblustery night last month . . .
I was corning back from a party of me before I thought to try it. sure enough, carne out of a room stallation for Nuclear Intervention.
across Main Street heading back The password was "URSINI" and in the basement of Pfahler label- I now realized that what I had
to my suite in a fairly rowdy the key file number was *ES4114. led "Nuclear Lab." Outside I discovered was no physics labormood. I was trying to mellow out It printed a list of instructions could stiil hear the clicking of the atory; this was an underground
by just taking in all the beauty of entitled "EMERGENCY proce- Geiger Counter safety lock, and I nuclear defense system I
To the left was a new branch of
the snow-covered ground when I dures in case of Nuclear Attack." saw above me even more pipes
suddenly found myself gasping This can be obtained in the library
I had never noticed before. I ran the tunnel. A sign indicated that
for air. I had inadvertently walked terminals I later _discovered by up the stairs and headed back to it led to the •'command post."
across one of the many steam runnin~ "Old*ES114:Emergnc" my suite when I suddenly realized This had to be Wismer cafeteria. I
outlets near the walkway between with the same password, "UR- I had neglected to replace the lid had often thought of Wismer as
the library and Curtis dormitory. SINI .•• I followed the instructions on he manhole outside Curtis. So the ideal command post with its
Picking myself up out of the snow and turned on the television I returned to rectify the situation. circular design, its panoramic
and continuing on my way I felt monitor above my head. To my I was picking up the manhole view from the top, its numerous
quite annoyed. To top this off, amazement a display appeared cover when, out of the corner of food storage units in the basement, and its auditorium which
when I got to my room I knew I showing a picture of four shiny 'my eyes, I saw a couple walking
could be used as a briefing room.
would never get to sleep with all missiles with blinking lights and towards mel
the stereos blasting indifferentiable noise into the deepest crevices of my mind. I set out,
FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
flashlight and crowbar in hand, to
discover just what was the cause
TO MEDICAL SCHOOL!
of all that ugly, annoying stearn.
I finally opened one of the
manholes in front of Wilkinson
YOU RECEIVE:
and climbed down the twenty foot
(Coatlaaec1 from Pille ODe)
ladder beneath it. Shining my
All tuition paid in full to any AHA or AOA
S60.00 used for bandages and
flashlight around I saw various
approved school of· medicine or osteopathy.
IMercurochrome. Williams is
rusty pipes and valves. But what
overjoyed with the response.
really caught my attendion was
"Most of the donations are
Reimbursment for all books and fees.
the door with the "No Admit-I
.coming from fraternities enjoying
tance" sign on it. Somehow it had
Ithe concept of our idea. In fact,
___
A
stipend
of
$453/month
for
10\
months
per
failed to close fully, and I inquisi-I
members of the TK fraternity are
year.
tively peeked in. I opened it
trying it with sororities at Pitt
without the least difficulty, stepUniversity, just for the sport of it.
___An opportunity for clerkship 45 days per
ped through a second steel door,
We are well ahead of our pace,
year for clinical or military indoctrination
~nd was inside.
and I anticipate reaching our goal
" But inside what? To my right
experience.
by the time we hit Salt Lake
my. flashlight revealed a tunnel
City." An exhausted Rhonda
that extended as far as I could
___A high quality internship and residency
Stone could only reply "Ack-ack
see. To the left about fifty feet
program.
(cough) ugh, ehh, blehh."she
away was another door. Through
also looked enthused about the
the door I went. My sense of
__AND MORE!
Iprogress.
direction told me I was beneath
I
The marathoners expect to be
Pfahler. So thIa was that room in
SOUND INTERESTING? To find out if you qualify,
done by late June, with rebuildPfahler basement that one always
contact LT. JACK RUDNICK or Lt. MARY ELLEN ,ing plans for the tower scheduled
hears strange machinery sounds I
QUINN, Medical' Programs, U. S. Navy, 128 North for July 1. It certainly is an effort
coming froml Around me was a
Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102. Or Call ,onthepartoftheseorjanizations
complexity of machines and a
Collect,
(2l5) 597-9680 or (215) 564-3826.
,which deserves our applause and
network of pipes travelling in all'
directions, most were parallel to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,appreciation.

--_._ -----

Frat
Sponsors
Marathon

Down there were lights and
voices. Straight ahead was the
rest of the tunnel, but my
flashlight was becoming dim. (l
guess they never do work when
you really need them). So I had
only one choice. I went through
the doors to my right, up the
·ladders and emerged ' beside another steam outlet between the
Union and the bookstore. It was
almost dawn now, and I knew that
students would soon be walking
around campus, so I sneaked back
to my room to do some serious
thinking about this potentially
dangerous information I had acquired. Being a chem major by
nature and a scientist by habit, I
sat down in my room to plot
points: the manholes, the turbine
room, the steam outlets around
campus. As I suspected, they
formed a virtually straight line.
Where did the line point to?
Where did this tunnel really lead
to?
To the maintenance building. It
suddenly occurred to me that
perhaps that building with the big
smokestack and metallic cylinders
inside was not a beer brewery
after all! Perhaps it is not really
maintenance at all! Perhaps that
explained why it takes so- long to
get things fixed around campus I
Well, I had to find out just what
that building at the end of the
tunnel really was. I dared not go
to the administration with my
discovery, so the next night I set
out again; this time with a
cameral I was a little nervous as I
left my room that night, but not
half as nervous as I was when I
got to the manhole and realized I
had left my crowbar in the
computer rooml "Well, what can
I do except hope no one found
it?" I thought. So it took me about
an hour to finally get the lid off
this time. I quietly climbed down
the ladder, went through the two
steel doors, and headed for the
computer center. Meanwhile I
was winding my camera when
suddenly the entire hallway was
ablaze with fluorescent light. In
front of me stood, three very stern
looking men. One I perceived to
be an official, and by his side
were two armed guards. I had
time for only one picture before
they aimed their weapons at me.
"Boltl" I thought. And boIt I
did quicker than a gazelle, back to
·the valve room, up the ladder, out
the manhole, and into Wilkinson
One to hide. And I am still hiding.
.Not in wtikinson, of course, but I
can say this much: "I'm not
coming out for a long, long timer
And if there is no article written
by me for next week's newspaper,
you'll know they got me."

Stauffer Auto Pans. Inc.
COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
COLLEGEVILLE. PENNSYLVANIA 19426
Phone: (216) 489-0980
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Ke"y Laras To Leave Ursinus I Softball League
by Oeear MadilOn
In a move that has shocked the
sporting world, Joe Maternal has
been relived of his duties as Penn
State Football Coach. The terse
announcement was made yesterday at a late-afternoon tension
filled press conference by Penn
State Director of Athletics Joe
Maternal. In his first major move
since becoming AD in January,
Maternal indicated that Penn
State would be downgrading its
football program. Maternal also
introduced the heir to Maternal's
throne. Takin~ over the reins of
the Nittany Lion Gridders will be
the relatively unheralded Kerry
Laras, formerly the Head Coach
at Ursinus College.
AD Maternal alluded to problems concerning Coach Maternal's ability to cope with his
athletes as the major reason (or
the Coach's surprise dismissal.
Especially during the past season,
the AD continued, the coach
could not keep his player's egos ·
at a reasonable level, causing
players to suffer from delusions of
grandeur. Noting that this problem is becoming more and more
common with today's highly recruited star athletes, Maternal
added that his solution wO!1ld be
to downgrade the Penn State
Football program. ~'In this way,"
Maternal said, "We will no
longer be in need of the egotistical, big-headed players we needl
now to keep the program going at
its present level."
It was achieving this end that
made Maternal's removal necessary. AD Maternal said "Joe is an

ball in a madduh of months."
excellent coach and super person,
and is not capable of downgrading our program to the extent we
feel is required. For this, there is
no doubt in my mind that Kerry
Laras is the man."
An examination of Laras' record would indicate that the AD
has indeed found his man. Under
four years of Laras' skilled leadership, not one Ursinus player
suffered from an oversized ego.
This was assured by Laras'
unique ability to have his players
consistently going at less-thanpeak levels. Should Laras be able
to perform the same magic for the
Nittany Lions, AD Maternal
should see hi~ goals reached in no
time.
Laras echoed this in a brief
statement to the press. "Wull,
fellahs," he said, "I dink will bel
pwayin' divwision dree type foot-

.

A Big Success

The huge success of the Intramural Softball League this year
has created excitement throughout the college community. An
expanded playoff structure and
the playing of games at the newly
renovated Post Office Memorial
Complex are among the reasons
for such a large success.
This year, the playoff format
was expanded to include six
teams. As of this writing, eleven
of the eighteen teams were still in
contention for a playoff spot. In
fact, the rugged Whaazoo Division had a virtual six-way tie for
first place.
This year saw the league play
games at the renovated Post
Office Memorial Complex for the
first time. This complex features
a dirt infield, swamp outfield, and
dugouts. Commissioners Martin

What Should
THE BEAR FACfS
N-bl" of campus news
not fit to print
by Matt Amorpbosls
·Saturday 9130 p.m.-U:OO
p.m. - Pizza lovers' delight.
For the first time in 15 years,
Marzellas will sell pizza after
9 p.m. Be sure to attend this
genuine landmark in Collegeville history. Free pepperoni to the first ten customers.

Calculator Crackdown
Prohibits Assistance
Ursinus conservatism pinnac1ed last week when Professor
Snide, ' head of the Physics
department, surprised students
and teachers alike by announcing
the prohibition of the use of
calculators on all science finals.
"Ever since the downward trend
in the cost of calculators. we've
been noticing an increase in
average test scores in the science
department," said Dr. Snide:
"Too many students have been
programming their calculators
with vital formulas and difficult
integral ~heories. This can have a

I

(Translation: I'll do the job in no
time.)
Reaction to these latest events
has been universally along the
lines of astonishment. Ursinus
Athletic Director David Randyson
seemed to have a typical reacion,
as he was seen walking around
in a daze muttering, "I can't
believe it-I can't believe it." This'
sentiment was clear in Ursinus'
official statement on the matter,
as read by Sports Information
Director Michael Money. Money
said, "We are extremely shocked
at this sudden and unexpected
turn of events. In fact, we are
totally unprepared to deal with
this situation, and we are going to
put off dealing with it for as long
as possible. The only'thing we are
certain of right now is that
Ursinus football will never again
be the same."

seriously adverse effect on a
student's learning process. For
this reason we are banning the
use of calculators on all science
finals."
"I realize the strain this puts on
students," continued Dr. Snide,
•• and to alleviate any problems I
have personally advised all
physics instructors to require
answers to only three decimal
places."
"Nevertheless," added Dr.
Snide, "we are still permitting
the use of slide rules and
abacuses."

PLATTERS & PINS & NEEDLES
• Crappy, beat-up and scratched records
bought and sold

Be Happening?

.Sanday, 2130 p.m. - Be
stlre to attend the unveiling
of Glenn Zweygardt's modem art statue entitled, "Upheaval m." The si~ht of the
occasion is the college swimming pool in Helfferich .gym.
The steel, structure will be
used as a sliding pond near
the deep end.
~onday 1100 p.m. - Don't
miss this controversial issue.
The Student Activities Committee will begin an investigation based on student rumors that WRUC, the college
radio station, has not been on
the air for the past three
years. "These rumors have
been so predominant around
campus that we have finally
decided to include a warning
in this year's catalog," said
one spokesman. Page 12 of
this year's catalog now reads,
"The station will -not be
operating during the 1980-81
academic year."
......Nday 9100 a.m.-411S p.m.
- A definite must for sweet
toothes. For one day only the
college store will have a
penny candy sale. All candybars and bubble gum will be
sold for just one cent. "I
always close 15 minutes early
even though I'm getting paid
for," said one cashier, "So I
figure this sale was the least
I could do."
.Wednnday 10100 a.m. Don't wait in line for a
computer terminal, attend a

series of lectures by Dr.
Vincent on extracting' students from their seats in the
computer room. The first of
three lectures will cover aspects : •.)m being a verbal
menace to turning off someone's teletype in the middle
of a print-out.
......anday 12100 p.m. - Be
the first student in your
dormitory to find out Wismer's recipe of the week.
The official announcement
will be made in the Parents'
Lounge just before lunch.
Speculators are predicting a
peanut butter and jelly
theme, probably peanut butter and jelly on a taco shell or
hot dog roll. Lunch will be
served five minutes late to
facilitate this special event.
·Frtday, 12110,.Dl. - Voice
your opinion. fake a minute
after lunch to vote for your
favorite campus archway.
Among the choices are: "Ursinus College" (the present
motto), "Grin and BEAR it,"
and "Nuke IranI"
Saturday 11100 p.m.-Don't
waste your money on drugs.
See an actual demonstration
of how tOimplant your brain a
Lifetime Release Capsule.
Imagine freedom from drugs.
One do-it-yourself (in the
privacy of your own room)
L.R.C. implant will keep you
high for years to come. Try
itl What have you got to
lose ... except your mind?

• Show your student I, D. an~ get punched
out by jealous, stupid townies
• Check out our silly Arcade

I

I

Flatz and Joe Bizarre were simply
ecstatic about the move. "We
welcomed the opportunity to
bring U.C. Intramural Softball
into Collegeville Bay Area. The
league realizes how hungry the
bay area is for winning, competitive, softball action, and saw no
alternative but to jump at this
opportunity. We have a good
product to show, and Collegeville
officials offered us a very reasonable contract for leasing the
complex. I think everybody will
benefit from .t he move."
"The Little Ginzo's" machoism
speaks for itself. The magnitude
of his presence on the mound is
matched only by that of Mark
"The Bird" Fidrych; as he
c.ommands .his own cheering section on Paisley 3. The result of
these changes has been a skyrocketing of attendance figures.
By the end of the regular season.
league officials estimate the
attendance will break the onemillion mark, more than tripling
last year's total. Paisley Han has
issued daily quiet hours from 3:00
to 5:30 for watching softball, and
the off-campus houses have sponsored bus excursions to Post
Office games. In fact, the baseball team has threatened to
boycott their important doubleheader against Widener unless
the scherl;uled softball playoff
games were moved to another
time for their viewing pleasure.
The Bay Area? Townies have
flocked to P. O. Memorial for
games. Tom Walker, Collegeville
mailman, summed it up best: "I
had my morning route changed to
the afternoon so that I could
watch softball action while delivering my mail!"
How will next year's program
benefit from this year's success?
Playoff games will be held at
Veteran's Stadium next year, and
Paisley field will be renovated
with Astro-Turf. However,
rumors that the famed •'BrownMonster" in right field will be
torn down are not true. The
league does recognize the need
for some traditionalism. Promotional "give-away" days are also
planned. The big news, though, is
for expansion. The league hopes
to expand to such cities as
Trooper, Limerick, Haverford,
and possibly CollingswOOd, New
Jersey. According to Flatz: "Fan
popularity is unquestionable. We
have a product that can only get
better by expansion . to such
places · as Trooper and South
Jersey. More teams means more
excitement, more playoffs, and
more good, clean fun .•. fresh in
the American tradition. If we can
bring back fun in the intramural
softball league, then maybe all of
America will be a little better

off'. "

The islands of Hawaii are the worn tops of volcanoes.

Remember, Fan Appreciation
Day is Tuesday, April 22. All fans
receive a free tote bag which
reads, "I live in the Bay Area,
and I love itl"

Baseball Explodes In
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Graduationl,Speaker~hosen
,

Hermann F. Eilts, who served
as U.S. Ambassador to Egypt
during the crucial years from 1973
to mid-1979, and Raymond 1.
Lindquist, who was a minister at
Hollywood First Presbyterian
Church for almost 20 years, have
been named guest speakers for
Ursinus' graduation and baccaThe Unlous Mens Lacrosse Club, under the coachIng of David R. laureate services, respectively,
Rebuck, bas greatly Improved its game during the past week, and Is laccording to Dr. William E. Akin,
awaiting a showdown this Saturday with Bloomsburg State. The game dean of the college.
wOI be played at home at 1:30. More on page 12.
_ For his vital role in Middle East
Photo by Lany Muscarella

Glass Coordinates Program For
"Non-traditional Students"

by Leah Whitman
You've seen the item in the
daily bulletins and probably wondered, "Who are those 'non-traditional age' students who have
those brown-bag lunches every
two weeks? What are they doing
there - organizing? Relax. Those
"non-traditional age" students
are just, for the most part, adults
interested in education. And
thanks to the efforts of Dr. Erlis
Glass at Corson Hall, we'll hopefully be seeing more and more of
them on campus.
Although Ursinus has always
had a small adult enrollment,
since the inception of Dr. Glass'
program in January the number
has increased to approximately
thirty-five. Typically, the nontraditionals fall into tWo categories: those matriculating students
over the age of twenty-four and
the special students. The latter
are non-matriculating students,
high school students, and senior
citizens. Some are testing the
water with thoughts of a future
degree, and some are here merely
for personal fulftllment; others
have as little as two years left to
complete a previously interrupted
degree program. But, regardless
of their goals, the non-traditionals
have questions, fears, or problems in common, and this is
where those brown-bag lunches
come in.
The lunches offer a prospective
new student the chance to talk to
someone who has, often" after a
lapse of several years, actually
started college. "Here he can ask
the questions of those who have
completed many courses despite
the demands of family or job.
Since the older student hasn't the
advantaRe of the daily social

see page 12

contacts-of typical college life, the
lunches are sometimes the only
opportunity for them to meet with
a group of peers with similar
experiences. Also on hand are
some of the deans and professors
to offer advice, information, or
just encouragement.
To ease the transition into
academic life the college is considering a reading and study
skills course for the~ newer adult
students. Hopefully, there will be
a one day workshop in both
stimmer and fall for the evening
students enrolled for each sessiori
To better prepare the students
the workshops will be held before
the start of both sessions. Also in

the planning stage is a five week
course for the fall day students.
They'll meet one day a week for
an hour or two group $ession. A
nominal fee wffJ -be Charged" for
the workshops and the course.
And if more help is needed, Dr.
Glass, as advisor to the special
students, is always available for
questions.
We hope this article has given
you a better understanding of just
who our 'non-traditional age'
students are. If not, Pat Dansby,
one of our adult students, has a
sure-fire way of telling - they're
the ones who ask, "Do I have to
take phys ed?"

peace, Ambassador Eilts was 'which he Completed last June,
chosen as the 1979 recipient of was to work on a peace agreement
the Joseph C. Wilson Award, between Egypt and Israel. Henry
which is given to an American Kissinget. praised him by saying:
citizen whose sustained contribu- I "I honestly do not believe we
tion to international understand- could have done it without you. "
ing and the quality of life includes
Currently, Ambassador Eilts is
recent achievement of unusual serving on the faculty of Boston
and lasting significance.
' University, where he is university
A 1943 graduate of Ursinus, professor of international relaAmbassador Eilts began his ca- tions and research professor of
reer with the U.S. Foreign Service history and political science.
in 1947. In his 32-year tenure, he
Reverend Lindquist, who was
served in a succession of embassy ordained to the Presbyterian
posts in London and Near and ministry in 1934, is a trustee of
Middle Eastern countries. He was the Princeton Theological Seminappointed ambassador to Saudi ary and a member of Phi Delta
Arabia in 1965 and is credited Kappa. He is also on the Board of
with establishing unusually effec- Directors of the Presbyterian
tive working relations with the Ministers' Fund.
Saudi government.
Graduation and baccalaureate
In late fall 1973, Ambassador services are to be held May 11 at
Eilts was assigned to the U.S .. the college.
embassy in Cairo. His mission,

I
I

Berman Collection To
Be Presented Sunday

Study Reveals Low Par In
Higher Education
The real spending power of
weekly wages for non-supervisory
personnel in higher education
today is about 70% of what it was
in 1967, according to WORKING
WOMEN'S newly released report,
"Becoming a Priority: The Status
of University and College Office
Staff.".
I
The report, based on a nationwide survey of the pay and
working conditions of university
and college office staff from 253
universities and colleges in the
U.S. and extensive research,
finds that 79070 of the clerical
workers surveyed make wages
below 511,000. "
"Universities and colleges
have to stop fighting inflation by
paying substandard salaries to
office workers," stated Karen
Nussbaum, Director of WORKING WOMEN, and a former

university office worker. "Office
staff must become more of a
priority in the budgets of instituArtISt
ovenees the erection ot
tions of higher education."
D," as the maintenance department lends a hand last Tbursday. The
The survey showed increased sculpture was placed on the grassy triangle behind Brodbeck Hall.
organizing activity, in the form of
Photo by Larry MuscareUa
Philip and Muriel Berman of
unions, staff councils, women's
Salvador Dali to oils by several
committees, and departmental Allentown, Pa., will present two
groups. Approximately 50% of outdoor sculptures and a collec- South American painters includthe union drives at universities tion of twentieth-century paint- ·ing Santos Chavez and Leonello
and colleges were won in 1978 ings and lithographs to Ursinus Berti.
President Richard P. Richter
and 1979, despite increased use College, Collegeville, at an "Art
of university funds to pay anti- in the Afternoon" ceremony on said that the new acquisitions will
further the campus community's
"uDion consultants to defeat union April 20.
The welded steel sculptures are awareness of creativity as a
drives.
For a free copy of a summaryh by Glenn Zweygardt of Alfred component of liberal education.
of the report, "Becoming a Station, N.Y. "The Bearkeeper" "The Bermans are doing a magPriority: The Status of University will be installed in front of Myrin nificant service to oui' campus and
and College Office Staff," write Library and "Upheaval n," thir- to this entire area by putting art
toworting Women, 1224 Huron ty-five feet long, will be located out among people, making it part
of daily life."
Rd., Cleveland, OH 44115. For on the open campus.
The public is invited to the
Paintings and lithographs will
the full report, send 53.00 to
presentation ceremony at 2:30
Working Women at the above be displayed in Myrin Library.
""ley range from lithographs by p. m. in front of Myrin Library.
address.
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o.ff The Editors' Desk ~ : WELCOME PARENTS Van Gorden
Takes
Pool Title

Change. It's a sign of the times. Punk rock and new wave
have made disco a bad memory. Turbo-charged V-6 engines
have become more desirable than the musclecar era of big
blocks. It's even respectable for a woman to invite a man to her
apartment for Harvey's Bristol Creme Dur,'ng these changing
.
times comes an outcry from the students at Ursinus for change
but some events of the past week or so serve to question the
validity of this outcry. Can the students accept the 'change for
which they so badly desire?
The art sculpture erected on campus tast week entitled
"Upheaval II" represents an attempt to institute change at

~

~I
I

I

Urslnus. This work of modern art immediately received
negative remarks from the students, who were bewildered by
Its unusual design and coloration. Without allowing any time
for an explanation of the sculpture' s theme, several students
reacted In an extremely negative and disrespectful manner
toward the ' sculpture's presence, and exhibited a refusal to
accept change.
Although "Upheaval II" may have a unique appearance
contrary to the students' understanding of art, the fact
remains that It was a gift presented to Ursinus absolutely free
of charge. Its creator was on campus the morning after an
Incredible amount of vandalism had been done to the work,
and was undoubt~dly offended by the Ursinus student body.
The College has come a long way in recent years with
establishing change. Juniors and Seniors remember the days
of closed dorms during the week as well as a prohibition
against alcohol on campus. However, change has come about
as a result of open-mindedness on the part of both :
administration and students. Future actions similar to· the'
vandalism done to "Uphe~val II" last week will bring to mind
not an outcry for change, but for a revival not only of the Bee
Gees and 454 Chevles, but also the disrespectful unheard-ofness of a pushy f~male Harvey's drinker.

II

Saturday, April 19, 1980
11:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.-Art Exhibit
Myrin Library Gallery
1:00 p.m.
-Open House in Residence Halls
1:00 p.m.-l:30 p.m. -Ursinus Women's Club Buffet
Luncheon-Wismer Hall-by Reservation-(Students are required to have' a
ticket.}

With studied nonchalance that
characterized his style, Steven
1:30 p.m.
-Lacrosse-Ursin us Lacrosse Club vs.
VanGorden sunk the eight ball to
Blo~msburg State College
~ defeat defending champion Dave
Clare 150-142 in the recent college pool tournament.
The March 28 match-up lasted
2:30 p.m.
-Spring Festival-"Images"
over three hours and was the
The Women's Quad
culmination of over six weeks of
4:00p.m.
eliminative competition.
Concert and Jazz Band
Sponsored by the College Union
and organized by Jeff Niebling,
4:00 p.m.
-Concert and Jazz Band Performance
Gameroom Chairman, the tourHornberger Auditorium
.. . nament featQ.red some of the best
5:30 p.m.
-Dinner _ Wismer Hall
and worst poOl players on Ursinus
Tickets may be purchased in the Office
soil.
ofthe Dean of Students _ Paisley Hall
For his victory, VanGorden
all Guests: $2.75
received a customized pool cue
7:00 p.m.
-Musical Program - College Choir and t ;;~~:~ :t~!~er~n!_~;::!~~s ~
Orchestra - Bomberger Auditorium
t the event.

~~C::>OC::>OC::>O<><>.oOoOooQ..c:::!...c::...c::.....c:::.....c:::~~~>'C>'C~~~~

Letters To The Editor

To the Editor:
Many students have asked
questions about the two new
outdoor welded steel sculptures
and have wondered why the
College accepted them. They

I understand from the artist and the circular horizontal memthat "Upheaval D" seeks to bers - make something of a
express the theme that out of the cross.
I cite these thematic notions not
natural forces that cause -destruction come the elements for a new because they give an adequate
ordering of man's environment analysis of the works but because
I_-::=;;;;;:::;::~;;;;;:;~;;;:-" have expressed puzzlement in and his l~.:. The crudeness of the they may suggest the basis for
. particular over the meaning and
twisted beams at the ba~ evolve dialogue among ourselves about
value of "Upheaval II."
The gifts were offered to Ur- into a sheer plane surface that the~e forms in particular and
reaches upward and s~pports about the general value of artistic
,~ '"
"'~
. . ""~
.
sinus College by Dr. Philip liIer"The Grizzly" Is tbe successor to "The Urslnus Weekly" I
man and his wife, Muriel. Philip the geometrically complex rhom- expression.
Contemporary outdoor sculpBerman is a former student who bus that perches solidly on top at
and Is pubUsbed throughout the academic year by the students
of Unlnus CoHege.
.
received an honorary degree from a seemingly hazardous angle. In ture often on first viewing contrathe College in 1967. Dr. Berman th~ transition among these ele- dicts one's accepted view of
The pubUcadon Is available free to all members of tbe
campus community. A year's subscription Is available to othen
is head of Hess's of Allentown, it ments Mr. Zweygardt sees his things. On a college campus,
where the examination and cIafor 57, and may be obtained by writing "The Grizzly," Unlnus '
retail merchandising firm. The theme expressed.
CoHege, CoHegevlUe, Pennsylvania 19426.
Bermans have collected and given
"Bearkeeper," located in front . rifications of ideas is our main
"The Grizzly" Is edlted totally- by the students, . and the
works of outdoor sculpture to 0{ Myrin Library, evolved from business, such art objects can be
many colleges and municipalities. Mr. Zweygardt's association of useful as takeoff points for disviews expreued are those of "The Grizzly" and are not
cussion of themes and of man's
neceuarlly those held by the administration, the faculty, or a
They believe that contemporary earlier signs of Hopi religious
consensus of the student body.
art forms prov-oke interest in and customs with the sense of tradi- constant urge to make significant
Edltor-In-cblef .•.............. ': .......... Thomas A. ReUly
debate the creative process and tion on our campus. Our sculpture forms.
I hope that many students will
Aasoclate EdItor .............................. Jim Wilson
ultimatel; humanize and bring is intended to suggest the theme
Sports EdItor ...........•....... -............ Martin Sacks
together the people who share the that the spirit that originally attend the ceremony at 2:30
Photography EdItor ..•.•................. Larry MuscareHa
experience of viewing such works. animated Ursinus is kept and p.m., Sunday, April 20, in front of
The Bermans have been no~e- renewed on these grounds. The Myrin Library. The College will
Entertainment EdItor .......•.................. Ann EdrIs
Contrlbatlng EdItor ••.....•.................. Brian Barlow"
worthy in their support of young- upward-thrusting, curved planes accept the sculptures, along with
~dve~atnlManaaer •.•...................... Jack Hauler'
er artists such as Glenn Zwey- embrace and protect the hori- a collection of paintings and
zontal tubes. The straight pole lithographs, from the Bermllns.
gardt.
CImdatIon MUaaer •••................ David R. McPhUilps
Staffa ~ Ayres, tarry Bablian, Jennifer Bassett, Diana
It was in this spirit that they suggests the "keeping" function Mr. Zweygardt will conduct an
Baby, Dave Gamer, Stephanie Kane, Matt!KurIan,' Joe
offered works to Ursinus - at no that Mr. Zweygardt discovered in informal discussion of the signif"
Lazar,
IlIek
Morris,
Diane
Nlemy,
Jay
Repko,
Leah
Wbttman.
t
cost
the College
- and
in this native religious tradition, and the icance of "Upheaval D."
.';
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _liiiiiiiiii_ _
spirittothat
the College
accepted
Sincerely,
two main groups of elements IUebard P. RIchter
upward-t!!rusting
planes
the
flat
".~~-------------------""''''''I them.
PreUdent
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
AV I A1.1 ON MJI. I NTENANCE
I
oe:9-o&:8 ',8S ~8-o£:8 'IJ:I ··IJDIU. :oe:g-o£:S-peM ••..0.1 ··uoW
:To the Editor:
i
I would like to thank the four
Ott~·68t:
JalUa:J 6ulddoQS alllAa6all0:J 'uniors
Are you mechanically inclined,
interested In!
who applied for the posiaviation, and looking for a challenging, mean- '
tion of Secretary of the class of
Ingful career? If you are, then you should con- ,
1981. We (the vice president and
sider applying for a position as a Navy AeroM
D did not expect such a response
nautic~1 Maintenance Duty Officer. Selection is :
after no one ran for the office
~ompetitive, but it
takes the best to play a 1
during the election. The interest
Sl008
'sanddns
6Uldwe:J
·vJt&J role in managing an aviation maintenance :
and willingness to work, even
hu~get and
so I vi ng comp I ex rna i ntenance mana.ge-!
though we could only choose one,
SpJO:J Jal6ueJM pue aal
ment. problems at a naval faci I ity ashore or on '
makes us very optimistic for next
...................
a carrier. AI I this - and an annual salary of'
year.
Lastly, I would like to congratapproximately $29,000 in just four years.
ulate the new secretary of our
For More Information
class, Carol Stephens.
Kay E. Buckwalter,
Cal I LT LARRY TURNER:
(215) 564-3820 (collect)
PresIdent, Class of '81.
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What's
IUrs inusNewslnBriefl Happening? Beta Beta Beta Approved
Summer School Progrgm
Ursinus will offer special programs in summer school for
mathematically gifted students as well as area high school juniors and
seniors and senior citizens, according to Dr. Peter Jessup, Chairman,
Department of Mathematical Sciences.
Students scoring 650 or higher on SAT or PSAT are eligible to apply
for a tuition waiver to take any regularly scheduled course in
Mathematics, Computer Science or Statistics not offered at the
student's high school.
This program is limited to the first 10 students who qualify.
Eligibility ceases upon graduation from high school or acceptance as a
degree candidate.
High school juniors and seniors and those over 62 are eligible to take
any regular course for half tuition - $31 per semester hour.
Written recommendations from a guidance counselor and approval
of the Committee on Admissions are required for high school students.
Senior citizens must have a sufficient educational background in the
judgment of the Committee.
Each of the four summer sessions are three weeks long and classes
meet five mornings per week from 9-12. The first session begins May
22.

Alcohol Workshop Presented
Dr. Barbara Cram, Clinical Coordinator of the Young Adult Program
of the Horsham ClinJc, presented an alcohol workshop for the
1979-80 and 1980-81 R.A.s on Saturday, March 28th from 9:00
a.m. until noon in Wismer Auditorium. Dr. Cram incorporated two
films, "Alcohol Abuse: Early Warning Signs" and "Drugs and
Alcohol: Making the Decision" and solicited reactions. Citing that six
hundred million dollars a year are spent on advertising of alcohol and
glamorizing its use, she asked the R.A.s to define abuse.
Some of the warning signs of excessive drinking are: personality
changes, preoccupation with alcohol and drinking alone, lack of pride
in self and work, increased need and tolerance for alcohol. and physical
and emotional deterioration. R.A.s in group discussion addressed
several issues and case studies, sharing their responses. Dr. Cram
emphasized a non-jUdgmental attitude, early detection, objectivity in
handling the problem, alternative activities, and providing information
concerning alcoholism. She announced that the closest Alcoholics
Anonymous Center is at 345 Main Street in Collegeville. The session
ended with a provocative question and answer session.

Campus' First H'S' Science Bowl
The first annual Science Bowl is being held at the College on
Saturday, April 26, 1980 for representatives of eight local high schools.
The Bowl will begin at 12:30 p.m. and consist of four matches, two
semi-final contests, and a final playoff. The questions will be based on
information from Biology, Chemistry, and Physics courses.
The participating high schools include Plymouth-Whitemarsh,
Perkiomen Valley, Pottstown, Devon Preparatory, Spring-Ford,
Boyertown, Norristown, and Phoenixville. Campus tours will be
provided by Ursinus students during the afternoon hours.

......................;.",

..,.......,'.'.
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Iranian Speaker
Leaves Wake Of Student Protest

(CH) - A national speaking tour by a former Iranian ambassador to
the United Nations has sparked a wave of campus anger that left 78
protestors in three states in jail.
Fereydoun Hoveyda visited 13 campuses on his first tour and is now
launching a second nationwide effort to promote his upcoming book,
"The Fall of the Shah." In the book, he characterizes himself as
powerless to alter the course of the ex-shah's reign in Iran.
Althouah widespread violence has been avoided. protests against
Hoveyda on three campuses resulted in \I1lany arrests. At the
University of Texas-Austin, 23 Middle Easterners were arrested and
face chuges of disrupting a public meeting. Forty-eight demonstrators
were urested by police during a Hoveyda speech at Northeast
Louisiana University in Monroe while three people were charged with
disorderly conduct after eggs and tomatoes were tossed at Hoveyda at
Utah State.
A similu egg-throwing incident at Columbia College in Missouri did
not produce any urests. Arizona State University officials cancelled
Hoveyda'sspeecb there to avoid violence, but the former ambassador
did receive his futl 52.000 fee from the student government.

by Frank Ayres
Graduate members of the sociUrsinus now has a national . ety shall be those active members
honor society in which students in of the society who have finished
the biology department may ~e- their undergraduate work or are
come members. This society is faculty members of the departthe Beta Beta Beta biological . ment. Associate members will
honor society. The membership include those students whose
in this society is divided into l interests are in the life sciences in
four classes: active, associate, . some way but who are not eligible
graduate, and honorary.
I for an active membetship.
Active members from Ursinus
HonorarY members shall be
must be biology majors and at ; elected by the chapter in recognileast a second semester sopho- I tion of significant accomplishmore. (M~mbers must hava an ments either in biology or in
average biology grade of (84) B service to the chapter.
with a cumulative average of at
Active, graduate and honorary
least 81.67. Invitations are sent members remain members for
out to these students by the life. Associate members will have
biology department. One of the their membership ended when
purposes of this society is to they complete all of their underfunction both as an honor society graduate work. Ursinus will be a
and also as a professional society member of the Northeastern refor those students of the biologi- gion of the national society.
~l::::::::}{:::::::::::::::::::::::;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~i::t!:~::;:::::::~::;:t:;::~
cal sciences.
€:~:: THE TOWNE FlORIST ::::;
WILL'S MOBIL
Corsages and Flowers
SERVICE STATION
.
tf
for All Ursinus Events ~~:~:
GBNERAL REPAIRS & TOWING . ~~t
331 Main Street
{j.

April 18 to
April 26
FrIday, April 18
3:00 p.m.~Women's Tennis: Swarthmore
4:00-Superstars Event: Ob·
stacle course; Helfferich Hall
6:30 p.m.-Movie: Dracula
(1979); Wismer Aud.
Saturday, April 19-Parents'
Day

Saturday, April 19-Puents'
Day

11:00 a.m.·5:00 p.m.-Art
Exhibit: Myrin Library
1:00 p.m.-Open House in
Residence Halls
1:00 p.m.-Luncheon (by
reservation only); Wismer
1:30 p.m.-Men's Lacrosse:
Bloomsburg State
2:30 p.m.-Spring Festival:
"Images"; Helfferich Hall
4:00 p.m.-Concert & Jaxx
Bands; Bomberger
5:30 p.m.-Dinner )students
free, Guests $2.75); Wismer
7:00 p.m.-Choir & Orchestra; Bomberger

1!
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Sunday, April 20
2:00
p.m.-Superstars
Event: Tug-of-War; Wismer
lawn

Monday, April 21
3:00 p.m.-Men's Tennis:
Moravian
Tuesday, April 22
3:15women's Lacrosse: Lafayette
3:1S-Women's Tennis: lafayette
3:15 p.m.-Softball: lafayette
Wednesday, April 23
1:00 p.m.-Baseball Doubleheader: Washington
3:15 p.m.-Women's Lacrosse: Lehigh
7:00 p.m.-Beardwood
Chern. Society; Pfahler 108
7:00 p.m.-Movie: Loe TanntoaJ Wismer Aud.

•
•
•

LaSalle MBA Graduates
hold important positions
in Industry, Government
and Non-Profit Institutions.

'I1Ianday, April 24

3:00 p.m.-Softball: Trenton
3:30 p.m.-Journalism Ca·
reer Conference; Wismer
Parents Lounge
FrIday, April 25
1:00 p.m.-Golf: Drexel,
Haverford
2:30 p.m.-Women's Tennis: F eft M
3:00-Women's Lacrosse: E.
Stroudsburg
8:00 p.m.-Coffeehouse:
Union

Satarday, AprO 26
6:30 p.m.-Movie: UttIe
Ma, Wismer Aud.

BIa

An intensive full-time Day MBA Program
Completed in 12 or 16 months
Designed to accommodate those with
a background in Liberal Arts, Science or
Business
• Providing Concentrations in:
• Accounting
• Management
• Finance
• Marketing
• Limited enrollment and small classes
• Enhance your immediate position
in today's job market

For 1::~:::::~Sc::: 9g5e~r:'

1" 059

._._-_. __._._._-_._---.-Or, if you prefer, fill in and mail coupon today.

•
•

•
•

LaSALlE COLLEGE MBA
Olney Avenue at 20th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19141

Box 888

•

Please mail me Application and Current MBA Catalog

•

Name

;

Address

•
..

•
•
•
•

----:

.....................
City/State/ZIp

•
•
•
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ProtheatrePullsOffPericles I
by JeDDlfer Bauett

Several weeks ago, Dr. Joyce
Henry directed Shakespeare's
Pericles for proTheatre's spring
production. Unlike most of
Shakespeare's works, Pericles is
a challenge to produce, especially
in an area the size of the Bearpit.
In Pericles, time leaps jaggedly
between six remote locales. the
plot is implausible and its characters are one-dimensional.
However, Henry and company
managed to come across with an
enjoyable and. creative interpretation of the play. In fact. if there
was awkwardness present, it was
due to Perkles' inherent qualities,
rather than from the performers.
The staging, props and costumes were outstanding and very
professional. Stunning costumes
were lent by Arizona State's Lyric
Opera Theatre for the production.
Costumes and sets varied from an
opulant Old South, to a rowdy Old
West, to corny nautical and more.
Since Perkles contains over
thirty characters, many actors,
both student and faculty, doubled
in parts. Like most of the play's
transitions, it worked.
Many of the actors seemed to
improve in performance as the
play progressed. This was especially true of Bruce Dalziel, who
played Pericles and Christine
Battle, who played Pericles'
daughter, Marina.
Gower, who functions as PerlelM' chorus was portrayed by
William White, who came across
as a spunky old guy. His performance also strengthened as the
play continued. White certainly

has a fine oratorical voice.
Dr. John Wickersham played
Antiochus, a proud and dotinr
Plantation Daddy. Carol Kenned}
was the daughter and lover of
Antiochus. Although her stage
appearance was very short. she
was stunning and bore herself
like a true belle.
Chuck Broadbent ill, Keith
Strunk, and Scott Fleagle played
the roles of scheming gangsters.
Although Shakespeare's exact intentions for these characters were
unclear, they were enthusiastic
businessmen.
Jonathon Cowie was Cleon,
obedient sexual salve to his wife
Dionyza. Cowie added some
depth by acting like he was trying
to think for himself at times,
through amusing asides, so it
wasn't just a henpecked husband
part.
Rebecca Dunn was the manipulating Dionyza. She was perfectly
selfish about it and used her
husband to achieve her deeds. A
particularly humorous moment in
the play was the expression on
the couple's faces when a servant
interrupted them in the bedroom.
Louis DeCatur was Simonides,
and he was lovable as the jovial
antithesis of Antiochus. He played the part of a truly loving father
with a sense of humor as a
partying rancher who always
seemed to be in the midst of a
hoedown.
Wendy Wallace was the rancher's daughter Thaisa. She portrayed the part well by acting
virtuous and fair, but never
seemed to age in performance,
although the part of Thaisa spans
several decades.
John Mulvey was another one
of the lords and represented the

part as a kind of pseudo wizard.
Wearing a very unruly wig, he
especially contributed to the comedy of the play.
Several scenes in the play were
outstanding, especially for Perl·
eles. One was a shipboard scene
where Pericles is again bewailing
his tragic state. This could easily
have been one of Shakespeare's
blander monologues except for
the fact that Dalziel, as Pericles,
wallowed in a cesspool of self-pity,
while at the helm as it rocked
back and forth.
The best humor in Pericles was
sexual, however. Dr. Joyce Henry
was head Madame of a pathetic
but appealing house of ill fame
Her performance was quite pro
fessional to say the least. Her and
pimps Pander and Qault, played
by Dr. Wickersham and George
Weeks, bellowed out bawdiness
with gusto. Weeks was one vile
henchman.
The final scene of the play was
the most moving. Dr. Henry acted
at the other end of the moral
spectrum in this scene as the
goddess Diana. Dalziel expressed
his excess of happiness more
sincerely than he had done with
Pericles' excesses of despair
although his portr~yal of depres
sion in the beginning of the
scenehad been a little frightening
in its accuracy.
Battle was touching as a daugh
ter trying to gain her father's
recognition. The ballad she sang
to Pericles was compelling and
eloquent.
Like most reunion scenes, it
wrapped up the play neatly
Although Perldea might not be a
very profound play, proTheatre's
version of it was as amusing as
it was creative.

Class Of '83 News ·
by Frank CorreD

au. Vice Prelldent
There will be a class meeting
for all freshmen on Monday April
21 at 12:30 p.m. in Wismer
cafeteria. This wi11 be an organizational meeting for people who
want to become involved with our
class.
On Sunday April 27, there will
be a guys vs. girls softball
tournament. There will be four
teams, each with 11 players ofthe
same sex. The winner of the first
game will play the winner of the

I

second game for the championship. Only 22 guys and 22 girls
will be allowed to play, so if you
are interested, see one of the
class officers for details.
The gym is opening up from 5
p.m. to 10 p.m. on Sundays on an
experimental basis. If there is a
good turnout, the gym wi11 be
open on Sunday evenings nen
semester. If you would like the
gym open on Sunday evenings,
then grab a few friends and play
some ball at the gym for the nen
few Sunday' evenings.

CampU6 Pape.back l)e6t6eller6
1. The Americans, by John Jakes. (Jove , $2.95.) Kent fam.
ily chronicles, Vol. VIII : fiction .

2. Lauren Bacall, by Myself, by Lauren Bacall (Ballantine ,
$2.75.) Life with "Bogie" and on her own.
3. The Complete Scarsdale Medical Diet, by Dr. Herman
Tarnower & Samm S. Baker. (Bantam , $2.75.)

4. The Stand, by Stephen King . (NALlSignet. $2.95.) Widespread disease followed by unknown terror: fiction .
5. HoW to Prosper During the Coming Bad Years, by
Howard J. Ruff. (Warner, $2.75.) Investment techniques.

6. Dragondrums, by Anne McCaffrey. (Bantam, $2.25.)
Third volume of science fiction trilogy.

7. Good as Gold, by Joseph Heller. (Pocket, $2.95.) Aspirations and struggles of Jewish-American professor: fiction.

_._.

------------ -_._----------

8. The Matarese Circle, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam,
$3.00.) American-Soviet spy thriller: fiction.
9. Kramer Versus Kramer, by Avery Corman. (NALlSignet,
$2.50.) Father rearing son on his own: fiction.

10. The Mr. Bill Show, by Walter Williams. (Running Press,
$4.95.) Story of TV puppet from "Saturday Night Uve."
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. April 7, 1980.

Hau&_

It's your return
that counts!
March of Dimes

BertoIt Brecht. Poems, 1113 to 1856, edited by John Willett
& R8Iph Manheim (Methuen, $12.50.) Translations of 500
poems by the. German playwright.
In Patagonia, by Bruce Chatwin. (Summit Books, $4.95.)
Travel and adventure in southern Argentina and Chile.
The Stories of John Cheever, by John Cheever. (Ballantine,
$3.50.) Collection of short stories about life in New Vork City
and its suburbs: fiction.
•
Association of American Publishers

TtilS SPACE CONTRIBUTEO BY THE PUBLISHER

Dial

FLYING/ELECTRONICS
How would you like to combine a career in electronics with flying? That's exactly what a
Naval Flight Officer does. It takes a host of
' sophlsticated electronic equipment to interface
with the airborne weapons systems of today's
naval aircraft, and it takes a special person
to make the decisions on how to make it al I
work. It takes a NAVAL FLIGHT OFFICER!
To learn more about becoming a Naval Flight
Officer, and how to earn an annual salary of
'approximately $31,000 in four years, cal I now:
LT LARRY TURNER

(215)

564-3820

(COLLECT)

asummerjob:
800-331-1000

Work as a Manpower
temporary. Flexible
schedules. Good pay.
Assignments available in
your college town or
hometown. Please call,
toll free.

O
•

• "A".v""aAIE:DlYU4II..vwy~
TEMPORAAYSEIMCES

STUDY LAW IN
DAY

WASHINGTON

&EVENfNG CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 1980

POTOMAC SCHOOL OF LAW'
THE WATERGATE

2600 VIRGINIA AVENUE} N.W.
WASHINGTON} D,C, 20037
(202) 337-3880
LSAT/LSDAS REQUIRED
Potomac School of Law is not yet accredited by
the American Bar Association. If provisional
accreditation is not received before a student graduates.
the student may not be eligible to sit for the bar
examination
in most jurisdictions.
. . . ._ _
_ _ _ _. . .

..
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CAMPUS F-$CUS Phono Cartridge
Students Acquitted From
"Loud" Party Charges

BROOKINGS, S.D. (CH) - Hosting a party doesn't necessarily
make one responsible for the noise it m~y cause, a South Dakota court
ruled recently.
. Five South Dakota State University students were acquitted of
charges they disturbed the peace because the prosecution couldn't
prove they directly caused any noise. The case arose after a neighbor
complained that he was disturbed by the sounds of car doors and horns
and by loud talking during a party hosted by the five students in their
house near the SDSU campus.
.
The complainant had four other neighbors corroborate his testimony,
including one who said he heard loud music coming from the
defendants' house. Police who were called to the scene said, however,
that the house was "unusually quiet" for a party site.
The prosecutor maintained that because the five students invited
party-goers and supplied liquor, they were responsible for any
resulting noise. But because no witness could identify the defendants
as the source of the disturbances, aU five were acquitted.

Frisbee Attains Class Status
TAMPA, FLA. (CH) - University of South Florida students can now
earn academic credit for throwing Frisbees.
That doesn't mean, however, that tossing the brightly colored discs
on the dorm lawn three days a week will earn a student an easy •A.'
Frisbee students at USF have to tackle written assignments and exams
and devise their own Frisbee game and nine-hole golf course in order
to obtain their two hours of physical education credit.
Acquiring the basic skills and strategies of disc throwing is a part of
the class and those entering will be divided into three categories beginning, intermediate and advanced. The class has its own textbook
- the Frisbee Player's Handbook by Mark Danna and Dan Poynter and is taught by two graduate students who hold Frisbee Masters
rankings.
The instructors say Frisbee is now viewed as a sport. not a fad, and
one points out that Frisbee helps develop "cardiovascular titness,
kinesthetic awareness and body coordination."
And to think it was once just a game.

StudelJts To See
SAT Answers' Scoring Key
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CH) - Students will be able to review their
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) answers and verify their scores under
a program announced recently by the College Board.
For a fee that probably won't exceed $4, the College Board will send
test takers their answer sheets, a scoring key and information on how
the final score is tabulated. Correct answers to test questions won't be
provided, however.
The College Board action is an attempt 'to ward off a national
movement for testing regulation. College Board President George
Hanford says the new proposal "strikes an appropriate balance"
between consumer concerns and the Board's ability to continue
conducting tests. The College Board has opposed a t-few York law
requiring test questions and answers to be made pubhc.
A New York congressman who has proposed national testing
legislation is apparently not dropping that effort in light of the College
Board proposal. An aide to Rep. Ted Weiss says the Board's action
shows it is "tacitly acknowledging the validity of our arguments." The
aide called on the College Board to support the Weiss bill.

Computers Become Mandatory At Harvard
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CH) - Students aren't the only ones trying
to keep up with modern technology at Harvard Universrty.
Next fall, all Harvard students will be required to take a ~o.week
mini-course on computers, Over 200 faculty members are trylOg to get
the jump on students, however, by taking the course now: _
The faculty and staff are being encouraged to take It now, say
Harvard officials so they will know how much computer knowledge to
expect of their s~dents. But some professors say t~e course will also
be their first exposure to an increasingly useful subJect..
.
A music professor, for example, believes t~e course WIll help. tn
directly analyzing some music. A professor of hterature says lea~lOg
computer,programming will help him be~er understand com~utenz~d
references to pieces of literature. A thIrd 'Professor. an assIstant 10
linguistics, told the Harvard student newspaper that c~mputers ~i1I
allow him to "organize and retrieve words and suffixes WIthout looklOg
at textual corpuses."
Sounds like a handy skill, indeed.

Calls The Tune

Tiny, delicate, based on spaceage technology and painstaking
laboratory refinements, the phono cartridge is a critical part of
any home stereo system .
"Many audio connoisseurs
have long believed that the best
way to build a harmonious set of
stereo components is to begin
with a cartridge, match speakers
- then add a turntable and
amplifier to complement them,"
explains John R. Kelly, president
of Audio-Technica U.S., Inc., a
leading manufacturer of phono
cartridges.
But most hi-fi owners don't
understand how a cartridge .. creates" music; and too many underestimate its importance in
sound reproduction. That the
cartridge plays a key role.can best
be seen by looking at its function
relative to the rest of the stereo
system.
From the stylus (needle), which
it houses, the cartridge picks up
sound directly from the record.
The turntable's only purpose is to
spin discs and ideally, the tonearm, preamplifier and amplifier
simply pass on the cartridge's
message to the speakers - with a
minimum of interpretation. So the
"character" of any hi-fi set-up
lies in the cartridge and the
speakers.
The cartridge "plays its song"
through the stylus tip at the end
ofthe cantilever arm that extends
out from the cartridge body. The
arm moves up and down to track
undulations in the record groove,
while the cartridge body stays
relatively still.
Together they move tiny magnets and coils back and forth near
each other to create an electrical
signal that is eventually amplified
into music.
Cartridges vary both in quality
and "flavor" of the sound they
reproduce. A major difference
among them is the shape of the
stylus tip. Common varieties include spherical (ball shaped),
elliptical, which have more length
than width, and Shibata, which
have a more complex shape. Each
has advantages, and prices and
quality vary. Consult your audio
store salesman for a comparison.
The elliptical stylus starts out
spherical, then two sides are
ground into it. A third type of
§tylus, the Shibata, has more
sophisticated grinding, enabling
it to track even deeper.
The other basic structural distinction between cartridges is
whether the magnets or the coils
are attached to the cantilever
arm. If the magnets are on the
arm, they are the moving part
while the coils stay rigid on the
cartridge body. Most cartridges
are "moving magnet."
Some cartridges, however, are
"moving coil," with magnets
fixed on the body and coils

moving on the arm. These cartridges are favored by many
audiophiles because of their crisp
accurate response to changes in
the record grooves.
Specifications can be generally
accurate guides to cartridge quality, but there is only one good way
to choose the right one: listen
carefully to a number of cartridges in various combinations
with speakers, and hear the
differences r - which can be
significant.
Some units give a "bright
sound, emphasizing treble or
"highs;" others feature extra

bass response; and still others
have "flat" or natural pick-up.
After auditioning several high- I
quality cartridges you can't go far
wrong on a purchase. Just let
your ears guide you.
To answer questions about
phono cartridge design and performance, Audio-Technica has
prepared the CartrIdge Buying
Guide, which includes an explanation of cartridge-related specifications and terminology. The .
booklet is available by writing to
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc., 33
Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, OH
44313.
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HELP US FIGHT FOR YOUR LIFE

DON'T
SMOKEf)
American Heart AssociatiOn (
WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Roundtrip from
New York
Luxembourg

Rounduip
from Chicago
Luxembourg

10

10

No restrictions
Confirmed reservations· free wine With dinner. cognac after.
no restrictions on stays to I yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from U.S. from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in the U.S.

r;::-;;;:-t:;-a;n-::~;:~e;.-;~--------,
Icelandair P.O. Box lOS,
West Hempstead. NY 11552.
Call in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me: 0 An lcelandau fli~ht timetable.
Your European \acations brochure.
Name _____________________________________
Addless __________________________________
City _____________________________________
State _________________ Zip,___________

o
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Lacrosse Up To Potential ~-Men's Track R~aches--i
Halfway Pomt .

Since returning from Easter
Recess, the Men's Lacrosse Club
has finally started performing up
to it potential. By winning two out
of three games in the past week,
the club has boosted its record to
2-3.
The team recorded its initial
victory last Saturday in a 19-10
thrashing of the Penn State
jayvee team. In a game that
wasn't as close as the score would
indicate, Ursinus was totally in
control for the entire game. In
what was perhaps the Club's best
effort in its three year history,
excellent overall efforts were
achieved both offensively and
defensively. Mike Chiarrappa's
eight goals led the offensive
thrust, while Marty Sullivan on
defense and Kevin Burke in £oal
anchored a staunch defense.
Especially outstanding in this
game was the play of the first
Midfield line of Scott Garrison,
Bruce Kuo and Rob Shillingford.
The outstanding transition back
and forth from offense to defense
of this line was what made the
entire effort possible. Shillingford's four goals made him Ursinus' second hire scorer of the
game, while Kuo and Garrison
each added two goals. Bill Black,
Bob Pfeiffer and Pete Clifford
added single goals' to round off
the Ursin us scoring.
Monday afternoon" the team
traveled , to Widener to face a
varsity unit which was holding
down first place in the MAC.
Against a much more talented
team, the Bears were never really
in the game in a 16-2 loss. The
team played a decent frrst half,
but a disastrous third quarter in
which Ursinus was outscored 6-0
put the game out of reach early
on. Despite the score, Kevin
Burke had a good game in goal,
as did Marty Sullivan on defense.
Bill Black chipp~d in with a good
effort at attack. Rob Randelman
and Bruce Kuo scored the Ursinus goals.
The club's most recent game
was Wednesday afternoon. Competing back on the club level,
Ursinus flattened East Stroudsburg State by a score of 10-3. In a
sorely needed good effort in order
to wash away the side effects of
the Widener game, Ursinus was
once again in control throu~hout.

by Dave Gamer
With the season half over, the
1980 Ursinus Track Team has a
3-2 record. It has been an up and
down schedule so far for the
Bears, who have rolled up big
wins over Elizabethtown, Swarth·
more and Muhlenberg, but have
suffered significant setbacks at
the hands ofF.& M and Widener.
Despite strong winds which
interfered with both the running
and throwing events on Saturday,
,
April 12, Ursinus easily handled
Unlnus romped to a 19·10 victory last Saturday "in a long.awalted host Muhlenberg by a score of
showdown with Penn State. Here, Tom Walter, right, faces off agalnst 92-38. Led by junior Dan Stella's
a Penn State opponent.
(Photo by Larry Muscarella) fine performance in the 440 yard
Bill Black and Rob Randelman burg was prevented from gene- intermediate hurdles, the thineach had three goals to lead the rating a consistent offensive at· clads captured twelve of the
team's scoring, while Mike tack. The first midfield line was fifteen first places in the meet.
Chiarappa added two more. Sin- ' once again excellent on offense Freshman Dave DiMattia' and
gle tallies by. Scott Garrison and and 'defense, as was the first Tim Grant were double winners
Bruce Kuo finished the Ursinus attack line of Randelman, Black for UC; Dave won the shotput and
discus while Tim placed first in
offensive attack. Kevin Burke and Chiarrappa on offense.
continued his outstanding play in NOTES: Next -home game is the 440 yd. run and triple jump.
goal making 17 saves, while tomorrow, Parent's Day, 1:30 Ursinus dominated the distance
Marty Sullivan had his fifth p.m. against Bloomsburg State ... events with Ron Shaiko taking the
consecutive outstanding effort on the April 9 ANC game was rained mile, Rory Wade winning the 880
defense. Mark Sander's effort on out and will be made up this yard run and Pat Walker cruising
defense cannot be overlooked, as Wednesday .... Ursinus also trav- to victory in the three 'mile. Other
between Sander, Sullivan and els to ANC for a regularly firsts were recorded by Steve
Schaffer in the long jump, Tom
Midfielder Tom Walter, Strouds· scheduled game on Monday.
Broderick in the high jump, and
';'"'"

Baseball Hammers W. Maryland
by Joe Lazar
The Ursinus Baseball team, led
by Jim Rumer's bases loaded
double, defeated Western Mary·
land 11-8 on Tuesday to cap an
eight-run sixth inning. The game
was typical of the way the Bears
have been playing baseball this
year. It seems that for the first
five innings of the games, the
Bears' bats sleep while allowing
opPosing teams to gather leads.
Ursinus then responds in the late
innings to win games that seem·
ingly were lost. Tuesday's game
was no exception.
Western Maryland built a 3-0'
lead in the second inning until
Ursinus got one run back in their
,half of the frame. Both teams
traded runs in the middle innings,
and the score stood 4-2 in favor of
Western Maryland when the fireworks started.
In the bottom of the sixth,
second baseman Tom Beddow
walked to open the inning. Short·

INTELLIGENCE
Do you have a keen, agi Ie mind with the abi Iity
to self-start, produce and lead? Would you like
to be an analyst, decision-maker and manager of
our nation's invisible first line of defense?
Then "Nava I I nte I I i gence Of f i cer" may be for
you. If you are selected to join the naval
Intelligence team, it means the Navy considers
you outstanding. It cannot be otherwise. Intelligence is the guardian of our peace.
For more information - on this and how to earn
a $29,000 yearly salary in four years - cal 1--LT LARRY TURNER AT:

(215) 564-3820

(COLLECT)

e
ru.le at bat vs Johns Hopkins daring S
y'.
87
doubleheader. The two teams spUt, with Urslnus winning an ~er hi. the open~r before ~g 6-3 lo(ltt;:,lb~~ Muscarella)
stop Craig Walck ~mgle~ to nght, winning pitcher Joe Groff. Two
with Beddow takmg thu:d base. singles and a -three-run homer
After Walck stole second, first narrowed the gap to 10-7. Each
b~seman ~ohn Blubaugh (~ for 4) team traded runs in the eighth
shced a smgle to left, tymg the inning to make the final score
s~ore at 4-4. N~w the fun. started. 11-8. The soggy conditions and
SI~gles by deslgnat~d hitter Joe the swirling winds accounted for
~ Ascenzo and third baseman the unusual total of four Ursinus
Jim Drevs (3 for 4) save the B~ars errors during the game.
a 5-4 lead. One out later, plOch
The Bears' record now stands
hitter ~ch Barker walked to load at 9-5. They are currently in
the bases, Centerfielder Ru~er second place in the MAC with a
then b~ke the close game w~de 4-1 record. Tomorrow Ursin us
open With a long double knockmg travels to Widener for an imporin two runs. When th.e dust tant league doubleheader. The
cleared, Ursinus ~as leadmg 7-4. Bears can't afford to lay back and
But the rout wasn t over yet. Left let the Pioneers take an early lead
fielder Jeff Grassie knocked in and expect to pull out another late
two of his ~ame-high three RBI's inning victory.
when he smgled to center. One BEAR BRIEFS. Team batting
mo~ run was scored, leaving the, average through 14 games was
beWildered and battered .Western .347 ... Leading hitters through
Maryl~n~ ballclub behmd 10-4 14 games: D' Ascenzo .608; Barafter ~lJ: :nnings.
ker .3983; Grassie .380; Drevs
It dldn t take long for Western .341.,. Walck is still the offenMaryland to recuper.ate: In the sive leader, hitting .520 with five
top of the se~enth mDlng they homers and twenty RBI's.
came back With three · runs off

John Swieney in the pole vault.
Even though he placed second in
the }avelin, . Soph Keith Beck
qualified for the MAC champion.
ships with a heave of 177'8" .
Widener spoiled the Bears only
home track meet this year by
dealing the hosts an 84-61 loss on
Wednesday, April 9. Despite a
sweep of the distance events, UC
could not muster enough ~e
power to handle the powerful
team from Chester. Jim, Donaghy,
Tim Grant and Steve Wallace
eased to a 1·2-3 finish in the 100
meter run. Junior Ron' Shaiko
outdistanced teammates Roland
Desilets and Bill Hutchinson to
win the 1500 meter run, while Pat
Walker led Joe Figurelli and John
Perroto to a sweep of the SOOO
meter. Dave DiMattia won the
shotput with an impressive toss of
47'11", and Tom Broderick notched a first in the high jump. The
1600 meter relay team of Shaiko,
Donaghy, Grant and Wade, who
earlier in the meet just missed
qualifying for the National Cham·
pionships in the 400 meter run,
. easily defeated Widener in the
~ final event of the meet. The
Widener meet was the first time
that Ursinus has competed on the
track since it was converted to
meters.
Injuries a~e a problem for the
Bears this spring. A leg injury to
Danny Stella kept him out of two
meets while John Sweeny , is
hampered by a sore neck. Dave
DiMattia continues to perform
well in spite of a bad knee. The
Bears have lost pole vaulter Jim
Mulroy and distance runner Dave '
Gamer for the season to injuries.
Mulroy is sidelined with bad knee
while Gamer is still recovering
from an off·season operation on
his ankle and a stress fracture in
his foot.
The Bears hope to keep the
winning momentum going tomorrow against Dickinson and Johns
Hopkins. On Wednesday, the
thin clads face a stiff test in a
tri·meet with Delaware Valley
and Haverford.

eo~~Y ~ICH"'lDSON, 11

YEAR YANKEE 5ECOND
S,..CKEIl H\T 34 C~r:EIZ.

H.R.'S ,·WHICH OF THE

FOLLOWING

HIT MORE
H.R.'S AS A IlOOKIE ?
A. f>088Y BONOS
8. DICK ALLEN

C. FRANK ROBiNSON

